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Train of today - Chester Bound 150 115 passes Parbold Signal Box
Photo by Tony Robertson shows the Sunday Southport – Chester via Piccadilly
service. An unlikely route choice it may be, it is clearly two important services joined
for operational convenience. It demonstrates, however, that services can be
concatenated and combined in order to facilitate paths to and through Piccadilly,
begging the question whether all such options are now being considered by Arriva
Rail North (Northern) in order to retain this vital 7 day service.

LATEST - following the passenger survey at Wigan Wallgate on 9 th
June we now know in the weekday morning peak alone 820 - 850
travel to stations on the south side of Manchester.

Editor’s notes
Are you glass half full or empty? In our case this may depend on which of our rail
lines and services we are considering at the time.
With most of OPSTA’s energy and time presently devoted to the Manchester
Piccadilly campaign and trying to run this as constructively as possible, hence last
month’s report by e mail, l wanted to ensure we used this newsletter to cover our
activities elsewhere, notably Preston - Ormskirk – Liverpool.
Hopefully you will find this issue generally becomes more optimistic in tenor as you
turn the pages. But let’s get through the negative stuff first, Manchester – Southport
and Kirkby services, covered in timetable 14 (the number cannot imply its priority).

Alan Fantom
Southport / Kirkby - Manchester
The timetable was updated in May as usual and as expected without any significant
change yet under the new franchise. As this newsletter is published the service
proposition is still for all (both) Southport services to be routed to and from Victoria
which, as we know, is in the northern periphery of the city centre and will deny us
direct access to mainline services, domestic and International flights, the University
and our jobs.
A ‘summit’ meeting is planned for July 1st and will be attended by; the MPs for
Southport, West Lancs, Wigan and Makerfield; Rail North; Northern; the 3 local
transport authorities; Wigan and Sefton MBC, and campaign representatives.
We try to work with all stakeholders to achieve a positive outcome that turns the red
line on the graphic back to green with the rail plans under the new franchise
amended to include all of our existing services and a move towards improvement.
But anything less will compel us to invoke plans to step up the campaign!

On 9th June a passenger survey was carried out at Wigan Wallgate meaning that in
conjunction with Southport Rail Transport Forum and North West Manchester
Stations Alliance (Friends of Hindley and Westhoughton) we have covered the
morning peak period for all of the stations shown above.
The bottom line is we have identified over 800 commuters use the threatened
service and need direct access to the stations on the red line - daily! There
are hundreds more using the line throughout the day in both directions for
business, education and leisure purposes.
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The evidence is clear, loss of the service will have a very serious and adverse
impact on all of these households and that is unfair. The adverse economic impact
would be felt in north of the Liverpool City Region, West Lancashire and the north
west of Greater Manchester, which is why Sefton MBC, all of the parish councils in
West Lancs and Wigan MBC are active in their opposition to the change.
Moreover, what needs to be recognised is the detrimental affect it will have on
Manchester - dynamo in the Northern Powerhouse - through loss of a highly skilled
and professional workforce. Don’t cut off the power supply is our simple plea to
the transport authorities.

We do not know Northern’s position. That is not to imply that Northern does
not communicate. We all know it does on the grand new franchise announcements,
and it does with us quite responsively on day to day issues.
All we have had on this, however, can be distilled down to, “it’s still being looked at”
and “unlikely to announce anything before the 1st July meeting”. When the Bolton
Rail User Group raised the matter, we understand the representative from Northern
added “the issue has been referred to the national company (Arriva)”
Unfortunately, in the short term levels of service will be getting worse not better
although it must be made clear it is mainly for reasons beyond rail operator’s control.
Rolling Stock
Last December, Northern Rail delivered a promised improvement of unit allocations
with more 156 and less 142 units deployed at peak times and a strengthening of the
8.23 departure from Southport to 4 cars. As a consequence of or reaction to the
centrally directed redeployment of Class 170 units from Trans Pennine Express to
Chiltern Railways, it seems Northern will move 156 diesels to in fill on those services
which they took over with the new franchise.
We await formal briefing from Northern although they have already given
assurances that no 4 car services will be reduced to single 2 car units. While we
should sympathise with the enforced constraints on their rolling stock, why are we
again at the end of the food chain?

Burscough Bridge Booking Office
Since the last newsletter Lancashire County Council funded a 3 month extension for
keeping the ticket office open to give more time for options for its future use to be
explored. The closure date is 25th June.
So what next? OPSTA is aware of strenuous efforts by Community Rail Lancashire,
Burscough Parish Council and Roger Bell (leading for Burscough Moving Forward)
to find a solution.
OPSTA will assist and work constructively with all parties to get a staffed ticket
office re-opened, and if necessary, as looks increasingly likely, we will campaign on
this issue too.
With Northern promising to increase the number of staffed stations under the new
franchise could they provide some financial support here?
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Some more on the new ‘northern’
The new franchise started April 1st (the date, I know) at which point Arriva Rail North
branded it ‘northern’ and through a transfer of undertakings took over the entire
Northern Rail organisation from Serco Abellio.
It seems that the incoming operational management is finding it quite challenging to
keep the show on the road while assimilating the commitments within the Arriva
franchise bid and transitioning into the organisation that will deliver it. It will clearly
take time and certainly more than the first 3 months of the franchise.
As I write, Alex Hynes Managing Director of Northern has announced:
“Northern will create four new business regions to oversee the improvements planned
following the franchise integration with Arriva, it has announced today.
The regions, which go live from 1 July, will be Central, based in Manchester and covering an
area from Clitheroe and Colne to Crewe and Stoke-on-Trent. It will led by Liam Sumpter,
formerly area director for the West Midlands and Chilterns.
The East region, based in Leeds, will be bordered by Hull, Nottingham, Todmorden and
Armathwaite and led by Paul Barnfield, who has worked for Northern since 2010 and is
currently director of operations.
The North-East region, based in Newcastle, will be led by Mike Paterson, who joins
Northern from PA Consulting. The West region, based in Preston, will be led by Sharon
Keith, previously managing director at Tyne and Wear Metro.
“Regions are at the heart of our new franchise. They will enable the transformation of
Northern, bringing our people and service delivery closer to the communities and
customers we serve.
“The new team of regional directors will utilise our extensive knowledge of local customer
needs and transport opportunities to build railway services that meet the needs of their
region.”
As part of Northern’s announcement and accompanying press release, Alex Hynes
and Arriva confirmed they plan to ‘go ahead with its planned improvements’,
including a 40% increase in capacity and 2,000 extra services every week, despite
the full integration of Arriva with Northern now being subject to an investigation by
the Competition and Markets Authority.

Notice of OPSTA AGM
A date for your diary is the 20th July when we plan to hold our AGM. Current thinking
is that it will be held in Burscough. Details of venue, agenda, annual accounts and a
full review of progress against our objectives will be published in a special
newsletter cum formal AGM notice next month. So if you have matters to raise or
wish to see discussed now is the time to submit them (even if you cannot attend).
Talking about the AGM means one other thing, it is time for annual subscriptions!
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Our man from Sussex continues his discussion of what makes good service but don’t read if you
are sensitive on either bad railway management of medical procedure!!

A slightly blurred View from the South
It takes more than money to provide a good and reliable rail service as you ‘in the
north’ know (to your cost). The South East has done well for funding over the last 20
years. Overheads e.g. the cost of bidding for the franchise (a wasteful system) and
the payment of dividends, run into millions of pounds , paid for in part by reducing
staff, high fares and other ‘economies'. The cost of the network, rails, signals etc
are not clear cut and vary from area to area. Management at regional level is
dependent upon a variety of factors, one of the main ones in this area is
the increasing congestion on the network.
Several weeks ago I set off from my home station Hassocks to get to Brighton 7
miles away. I had a 9.45am appointment at the excellent Eye Hospital - I had
bought the previous day, a ticket for travel which allowed me to catch a train before
9.0am - it cost £4.20 as against my normal fare using my Senior Travel Card of
£3.10. I arrived at the station in good time to catch the 8.36 am. We were soon
informed that this train had been 'cancelled' as a passenger had been taken ill on
the train.
We never learned what happened to the train which was in the Gatwick area when
this occurred, presumably it wasn’t shunted off into a siding - it would have been one
of 5 trains which sped through Hassocks station during the next 30 minutes as we
waited patiently and with increasing anxiety for a train to get us to Brighton. One
person was heard to say that she had lost an hour’s pay as she was due at her desk
at 9.0am - the next scheduled train the 8.56 was late - it arrived at 9.06.
This meant that in order to be on time for my appointment, I had to get a taxi from
Brighton Station, '£9.20 thank you guv'. As I was now travelling after 9.0am my
Senior Card would have bought a cheaper ticket - I was over £10 out of pocket and
not now in the most relaxed state to endure a needle injection in my eye!!
The reason for the anger and frustration at Hassocks station that morning was the
practice, well known and condemned, not least by the Parliamentary Transport
Committee, of avoiding fines for late arrival at destinations by running through
‘stopping stations’, overlooking obligations to convey passengers according to an
agreed timetable and instead ‘hot railing’ to make things look better than they really
are and avoiding a fine for late running. I understand that any decision to run a
‘Station Avoidance’ train is taken at a relatively low level in the hierarchy, but is
number 4 on my ' Reasons for a revolution ' list!
Our new Siemens Thameslink trains are not yet in operation - they may be training
drivers - I hope this is the case as one of the other causes of frustration down here
is ‘train cancelled due to driver shortage’ or 'driver shortage due to training'.
As I said at the beginning, money won’t sort these problems - common sense and
dedication to the serving of passengers might.
Ian Davies
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Preston – Ormskirk - Liverpool
Although it is widely reported that the proposed and very welcome increase to 17
services a day between Preston and Ormskirk will deliver an hourly, clockface
timetable, we await the detail. Northern has said timetables are being worked on
and indicated this schedule will be achieved through sharing train unit allocations
with other services thus enabling 2 trains to be running on the line simultaneously
and passing on “the Preston approaches”. Suggestion that our line will become part
of a timetabled through service was denied.
Our surveys clearly show the importance of getting the times aligned to traveller
need especially in the peak periods which means a more frequent if irregular service
that could only be achieved by a return to units passing at Rufford (see following).
A constructive meeting with Richard Watts at Lancashire County Council (LCC) led
to OPSTA putting forward our research based view of optimal arrival times at
Preston and Ormskirk through the day for consideration by the Northern timetablers.
Of course it is far from certain that our recommendations will or could be adopted
and this also raises the question whether it is still feasible to use Rufford as a
passing loop although current practise sees the solitary unit use the loop when
running down to Ormskirk. This is where intrigue comes in. Many sources are saying
the points will be replaced shortly and there are road closure notices in the Summer
affecting the Rufford crossing but Network Rail is yet to make a definite statement.

Train of the past.
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Ormskirk – Preston Timetable in 1986
With future timetabling on his mind, Paul Dickie recently ‘dug out’ this timetable to
remind ourselves of how it used to be. He can’t remember how long this service
lasted,” but it wasn’t long”. Do you know? He also pointed out the timetable had
trains running through to Blackpool South as part of the service schedule and noted:





Saturday service differed slightly from Mon-Fri.
Generally25 minute running time – higher line speed & D1 timings of old units.
Not all services went to Blackpool South and some stood in Preston for a while
Peak service still in operation.
MONDAY – FRIDAY

Ormskirk
Burscough
Junction

dep

06:49

07:48

08:35

09:40

11:10

12:40

14:10

15:34

16:07

16:52

17:25

18:04

18:42

20:08

21:40

dep

06:53

07:52

08:39

09:44

11:14

12:44

14:14

15:38

16:11

16:56

17:29

18:08

18:46

20:12

21:44

Rufford

dep

06:58

07:57

08:44

09:49

11:19

12:49

14:19

15:44

16:17

17:01

17b39

18:15

18:51

20:17

21:49

Croston

dep

07:02

08:01

08:48

09:53

11:23

12:53

14:23

15:48

16:21

17:05

17:44

18:19

18:55

20:21

21:53

Preston

arr

07:13

08:13

09:00

10:04

11:34

13:04

14:34

16:02

16:32

17:17

17:54

18:30

19:06

20:33

22:04

Blackpool South

arr

07:55

09:06

10:46

12:16

13:42

15:16

16:51

07:00

08:00

09:30

11:00

12:30

14:00

17:54

Note - B service arrives at 17.33
Blackpool South

dep

Preston

dep

06:10

07:10

07:39

09:00

10:09

11:39

13:09

14:39

15:26

15:58

16:46

17:24

18:00

19:09

20:43

Croston

dep

06:20

07:20

07:49

09:10

10:19

11:49

13:19

14:49

15:36

16:08

16:56

17:34

18:10

19:19

20:53

Rufford
Burscough
Junction
Ormskirk

dep

06:25

07:25

07:57

09:15

10:24

11:54

13:24

14:54

15:43

16:16

17:02

17:40

18:16

19:24

20:58

dep

06:30

07:30

08:02

09:20

10:29

11:59

13:29

14:59

15:48

16:21

17:07

17:45

18:21

19:29

21:03

dep

06:35

07:35

08:07

09:25

10:34

12:04

13:34

15:04

15:53

16:26

17:12

17:50

18:26

19:34

21:08

18:05

SATURDAYS
Ormskirk
Burscough
Junction

dep

08:04

09:40

11:10

12:40

14:10

15:34

17:04

18:42

20:08

21:40

dep

08:08

09:44

11:14

12:44

14:14

15:38

17:08

18:46

20:12

21:44

Rufford

dep

08:12

09:49

11:19

12:49

14:19

15:44

17:14

18:51

20:17

21:49

Croston

dep

08:17

09:53

11:23

12:53

14:23

15:48

17:18

18:55

20:21

21:53

Preston

arr

08:27

10:04

11:34

13:04

14:34

16:02

17:33

19:06

20:33

22:04

Blackpool South

arr

09:06

10:46

12:16

13:42

15:16

16:51

18:10

Blackpool South

dep

06:30

08:00

09:30

11:00

12:30

14:00

15:30

Preston

dep

07:10

09:00

10:09

11:39

13:09

14:39

16:09

18:00

19:09

20:43

Croston

dep

07:20

09:10

10:19

11:49

13:19

14:49

16:19

18:10

19:19

20:53

Rufford
Burscough
Junction
Ormskirk

dep

07:25

09:15

10:24

11:54

13:24

14:54

16:24

18:16

19:24

20:58

dep

07:30

09:20

10:29

11:59

13:29

14:59

16:29

18:21

19:29

21:03

dep

07:35

09:25

10:34

12:04

13:34

15:04

16:34

18:26

19:34

21:08

18:05

Sundays?
Back then there was no Sunday service and today when you open the timetable
there is a large empty space on the page and then quite bizarrely a colourful roundel
announcing there is ‘no Sunday service’.
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We know a well timed if limited service would meet a latent demand for a number of
groups; workers, Edge Hill University students and leisure, sport and tourism but we
have yet to overcome the rebuttal of “high staff costs and no subsidy available”.
Nevertheless, at OPSTA’s behest, there has been an action agreed by the West of
Lancs Community Rail Partnership to consider the merits of one off event-driven
Sunday services. Two potential dates have been put forward so far.
The first was on the Burscough Canal Heritage weekend but despite the contribution
to partial funding from Burscough Parish Council this was in hindsight, probably
always too close to the franchise change to secure an agreement to do.
Ormskirk Motorfest August 29th – this date is on the August Bank Holiday
weekend and while it is presently far from being a done deal, Northern has agreed
to consider whether it is feasible to run a late morning / afternoon service.
Other updates –
John Berry is conducting one of our regular and full passenger counts. He does
this every 2-3 months so we can obtain travel patterns through the seasons. We add
to and verify the data he collects with that from our surveys and specific service
counts we collect as we go. If you are interested in doing some please contact us.
Merseytravel last reported in April that it has yet to consider the Burscough
Demand Study any further since it received our input due to demands of live
projects including Maghull North station which is going ahead.
Service reliability - following 3 or 4 serious service disruptions in the first Quarter,
OPSTA sought some re-assurances given Northern Rail’s twitter feed indicated all
were due to signalling / communications failure. Both the operator and Network Rail
stated these were isolated incidents and there is no underlying root cause problem.
We will continue to monitor.

Correspondence
What good looks like
I thought that you might be interested in the journey that I made from Croston to
Preston on 12th May?
I was waiting for the 08.21 at Croston where about 30 passengers were also waiting
(I haven't seen it so busy in a long while, many were students). As the train
approached I thought that it was a single 153 unit and was expecting to stand. It
turned out to be a two-car 156 unit and there was ample space and a very
comfortable journey as opposed to the normal Pacer. Maybe things are changing for
the better with the new franchise.
You might also be interested in the co-operation between Northern and TPE. A
couple of weeks ago I travelled to York to see 'Flying Scotsman' at the NRM. I
caught the 0713 from Croston and booked a ticket via Burnley planning to travel on
the 0741. This was cancelled due to unit failure at Blackpool. With a minimum of an
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hour wait for the next service I asked the TPE Customer Service Representative if I
could travel via Manchester on their services and pay the extra. His reply was “'Yes
and No'. Yes, you can travel via Manchester but no you needn't pay extra, I will sign
your ticket as valid via Manchester” which he did. This was accepted without
question all the way to York where I arrived only 10 minutes later than planned.
Kind regards, Bill Mason
Why aren’t we buying British?
I see that Hitachi is going to build new bi-mode trains for TransPennineExpress
assembled in the UK. So the Japanese and Spanish are going to be responsible for
moving people about the North in the future. Bombardier of Derby - where are you?
[see last page on Merseytravel’s procurement] should not the decision on the
manufacturers for the next fleet have to/ ought to take into account buying British
and the effect of not doing so on the UK balance-of-payments?
Denis O’Connell
Editor’s note – we have a lot of other thought provoking letters for the next issue

OPSTA in Hansard and More Importantly ..
When Bob Robinson met Seema Kennedy South Ribble MP earlier this year (he is a
constituent), it was very opportune because she already had in mind the need for a
Westminster Hall debate on transport issues in ‘traditional Lancashire’.
The debate was held on March 15th and was covered by local and rail press. It was
pleasing to be mentioned in despatches with Seema Kennedy placing on record a
‘tribute to OPSTA’s research’, subsequently supported by Southport MP John Pugh,
who also aptly described our area as the ‘forgotten triangle’.
More importantly they both raised issues and opportunities concerning rail links and
how they can support economic development and help tackle road congestion.
Specific matters not already covered in this issue and important to us were:Midge Hall – Seema Kennedy emphasised “compelling reasons” for consideration
to re-opening a station.
Electrification – John Pugh questioned how the task force recommendation for
electrifying the full route from Manchester to Southport (and Kirkby) would be taken
forward. He continues to pursue this with DfT.
Burscough Curves – the potential and significant benefit that comes from linking
two lines through re-instatement of a chord of track, eg at Todmorden was
acknowledged by Andrew Jones MP and under Secretary at DfT.
The full transcript can be read in the online Hansard records:
www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201516/cmhansrd/cm160315/halltext/160315
h0002.htm#16031557000001
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We had it first
Sometime ago I was given a number of very old newspaper cuttings, mainly around
music. However, a number of articles were of other interest including this one, which
I have dated to be from mid-1912.
*****************************************************************************
“ENGINE WITH A BRAIN”
Applies its own brakes.
The villagers of the hamlet of Watchet, in Somersetshire, have been greatly
mystified by the gradual building in the district of a 12-mile railway which leads to
nowhere, has no stations, no signal boxes, booking offices, or advertisements, only
two locomotives and a train of wagons, which never carry any goods in their
ceaseless journeys.
The railway has been constructed by an Australian, Mr. A. R. Angus. It is an
experimental railway, and he hopes to persuade the engineering experts of the
world that he has discovered a locomotive that can do its work without all the
usual items that go to make up a complete railway.
The engine picks up electrical messages as it travels along, and determines for
itself whether it is safe or not to enter each section of the journey. That is to say, if
the section is not clear the driver receives a signal, and if he fails to act, then the
locomotive shuts off its own steam and applies the brakes. In addition, it prevents
any other train from approaching it too closely.
It is claimed that an express may be run at full speed through dense fog and be
absolutely protected from the risk of collision. Many British and foreign experts,
curious to see the system working, have attended Watchet for the purposes of
witnessing demonstrations.
****************************************************************************

In 1906, the Great Western Railway developed a system known as "automatic train
control". In modern terminology however this is classified as an automatic warning
system (AWS). The system was implemented on all GWRs main lines including
Paddington to Reading by 1908, and remained in use until the 1970s, when it was
superseded by the British Rail AWS. BR only introduced the AWS following the
Harrow & Wealdstone crash in 1952.
Presumably the First World War and then the Second World War prevented further
development and installation of the systems.
Today there are many automated railway systems in the world, including several of
the London Underground lines and the DLR, but no UK main lines.
Paul Dickie
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Liverpool City Region RUGs
There have been a number of references already made to the contact and
collaboration we have with other rail user groups in the work we do.
This is a meeting of groups that
agree we had a common interest in
connecting with the Liverpool City
Region and as we are finding from
discussions, Manchester too. We
have met twice so far.
From the outset there has been a
strong consensus that we will not
form a formal group but would
cooperate with each other in areas
of common interest and collectively
meet as the Liverpool City Region
Rail Users' Groups' Coordination
Meeting.
With the exception of OPSTA the
rest cover areas that are south of
the Mersey, however, our interests
and concerns are still very similar,
eg electrification without wires –
see final article.
At the last meeting, our friend of
longstanding, Ced Green from
North Cheshire was in the happy
position to report the approval of
the Halton Curves and the
imminent start of the construction
phase. In his group’s latest
newsletter he cites Burscough
Curves as one of the schemes the
authorities should seriously
consider taking forward – hopefully
they will listen to a man who knows!
At the last meeting the Wrexham Bidston Rail Users Association showed their
recently produced pull-up poster. Not only is it very impressive and clear (I know you
can’t easily tell from this photo) they can obtain them for a very reasonable price.
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New Trains for Merseyrail
At our last general meeting, David Powell Merseytravel Rolling Stock Programme
Director gave a very comprehensive presentation on the procurement of new trains
for the Merseytravel network and the potential for extended services.

Train of the future that could go further ‘under its own steam
Literally squeezed into the ‘committee’ room at the Railway Club in Southport, the
discomfort of the surroundings went almost unnoticed as David kept his audience
engaged. All were interested to hear about the consideration of 'ipemu' and power
storage technology; that enable trains to run for miles without overhead or third rail
electricity supply; and provisions within the tender that allow for the replacement
fleet to be doubled in size if required.
While not everything David had to say would get complete approval or was left
unchallenged (he didn’t want it any other way), most issues had at least been
recognised even if an answer was not yet found and there was a real enthusiasm for
the prospect of further engagement as design work progressed. Certainly all
approved when it was explained how the scope of the programme could deliver
beyond the boundaries of the current network, thus side stepping potential
restriction to extension of third rail systems. The potential applications and service
extensions are many, and many were quickly visualising those longer journeys.
This perhaps explains why when David spoke informally in a subsequent session
with the LCR RUGs, a requirement for on train toilets was discussed at some length!
Consequently, while David re-iterated the above and confirmed dual voltage
capability is specified, he also said more about how the procurement and design will
enable four, five and six car configurations in a single unit as demand grows.
The first trains are planned to be in service 2019/ 20. The full presentation is
available on the web site or by request.
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